Popcorn is a tasty snack, but it can
also be an interesting science
lesson
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In this image taken on Jan. 28, 2013, Stovetop Popcorn Many Ways is shown served in a bowl in Concord,
New Hampshire. Photo: AP Photo/Matthew Mead

Microwave popcorn is an easy, tasty snack. Did you know that every time you
pop those kernels, a fascinating scientiﬁc event happens?
Many people do not understand that popping kernels is actually very
complicated. Two scientists from France wanted to learn more about it.
Popcorn is a reminder that science happens around us everyday — even to
snack food. Emmanuel Virot and Alexandre Ponomarenko studied the snack
very closely and recently wrote a paper about what they found.

Studying A Snack
Before now, scientists who researched popcorn focused on practical
information. They wanted to learn how to make better popcorn. For example,
some chemists studied the water inside kernels. Others looked at the shape of

popcorn and realized that the best popping kernels are the roundest ones.
Some researchers even found a way to reduce the number of unpopped kernels
in a batch of popcorn.
Virot and Ponomarenko were interested in learning something different. They
wanted to ﬁgure out why popcorn acts and taste like it does. They really hoped
to understand why popcorn jumps and why it makes a pop-pop-pop sound
when it heats up.
The scientiﬁc name for popcorn is Zea mays everta. It is the only type of corn
that actually pops. Popcorn kernels are rounder than other types of corn. There
is a thin layer that covers the seed. The cover is a hull, or shell.

A Tasty Explosion
When the kernel gets very hot — above 212 degrees Fahrenheit — the water
inside turns to steam, which is a gas. The steam moves into the inside of the
kernel to an area called the endosperm. The endosperm is a starch. It's actually
food for the living part of the seed called the germ, or embryo. The heat melts
the endosperm into a thick substance, like bread dough. Eventually, the hull
cannot take the heat anymore. The kernel has to explode.
It turns into a spongy white ﬂake of popcorn. After it ﬁnally pops, the ﬂuffy corn
is double the size of the kernel.
Virot and Ponomarenko used high-tech cameras to watch the popping kernels.
The cameras took thousands of pictures each second. This allowed the
scientists to watch in extra slow motion. They turned the heat up on a hot plate
and placed a few kernels on the very hot surface.

Slow-Motion Study
The scientists had to watch the popping hundreds of times. It took a long time to
understand what was happening. They eventually realized that the hull, or shell,
helps push the kernel into the air. The popcorn moves like a gymnast doing a
somersault.
The French team also investigated how hot it needs to be for kernels to pop.
They put kernels in an oven and slowly turned up the temperature. They waited
to see how hot it needed to get before most of the kernels popped. Almost all of
the kernels popped when the heat reached 356 degrees Fahrenheit.
Finally, they wanted to learn about the sound that popcorn makes.

Pop Into The Microphone
The scientists used microphones that were able to pick up very slight noises.
They put the microphones next to a hot plate, where the kernels were heating
up. Then they waited for the kernels to explode and make the pop-pop-pop
noise.
At ﬁrst, when the hull cracked open, there was no noise. This told the
researchers that the hull wasn't the noisemaker. They waited and saw that the
hull actually cracks again, a second time. They heard the pop noise 6
milliseconds after the second crack.
They decided that the steam caused the sound.
After they were done testing the kernels at the end of the day, the team would
sometimes celebrate by eating the popcorn together.

Quiz
1
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Which paragraph from the article explains why popcorn pops?
(A)

The scientists had to watch the popping hundreds of times. It took
a long time to understand what was happening. They eventually
realized that the hull, or shell, helps push the kernel into the air. The
popcorn moves like a gymnast doing a somersault.

(B)

When the kernel gets very hot — above 212 degrees Fahrenheit —
the water inside turns to steam, which is a gas. The steam moves
into the inside of the kernel to an area called the endosperm. The
endosperm is a starch. It's actually food for the living part of the
seed called the germ, or embryo. The heat melts the endosperm
into a thick substance, like bread dough. Eventually, the hull cannot
take the heat anymore. The kernel has to explode.

(C)

Before now, scientists who researched popcorn focused on
practical information. They wanted to learn how to make better
popcorn. For example, some chemists studied the water inside
kernels. Others looked at the shape of popcorn and realized that
the best popping kernels are the roundest ones. Some researchers
even found a way to reduce the number of unpopped kernels in a
batch of popcorn.

(D)

The French team also investigated how hot it needs to be for
kernels to pop. They put kernels in an oven and slowly turned up
the temperature. They waited to see how hot it needed to get
before most of the kernels popped. Almost all of the kernels
popped when the heat reached 356 degrees Fahrenheit.

Which sentence from the introduction [paragraphs 1-3] explains what the article is
about?
(A)

Microwave popcorn is an easy, tasty snack.

(B)

Many people do not understand that popping kernels is actually
very complicated.

(C)

Popcorn is a reminder that science happens around us everyday
— even to snack food.

(D)

Did you know that every time you pop those kernels, a fascinating
scientiﬁc event happens?
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Which sentence from the article explains the scientiﬁc ﬁndings of one of the groups
studying popcorn?
(A)

They really hoped to understand why popcorn jumps and why it
makes a pop-pop-pop sound when it heats up.

(B)

After they were done testing the kernels at the end of the day, the
team would sometimes celebrate by eating the popcorn together.

(C)

They put the microphones next to a hot plate, where the kernels
were heating up.

(D)

Almost all of the kernels popped when the heat reached 356
degrees Fahrenheit.

Which of the following sentences does NOT support the main idea of the article?
(A)

For example, some chemists studied the water inside kernels.

(B)

It is the only type of corn that actually pops.

(C)

Virot and Ponomarenko were interested in learning something
different.

(D)

There is a thin layer that covers the seed.

Answer Key
1

2

Which paragraph from the article explains why popcorn pops?
(A)

The scientists had to watch the popping hundreds of times. It took
a long time to understand what was happening. They eventually
realized that the hull, or shell, helps push the kernel into the air. The
popcorn moves like a gymnast doing a somersault.

(B)

When the kernel gets very hot — above 212 degrees Fahrenheit
— the water inside turns to steam, which is a gas. The steam
moves into the inside of the kernel to an area called the
endosperm. The endosperm is a starch. It's actually food for
the living part of the seed called the germ, or embryo. The heat
melts the endosperm into a thick substance, like bread dough.
Eventually, the hull cannot take the heat anymore. The kernel
has to explode.

(C)

Before now, scientists who researched popcorn focused on
practical information. They wanted to learn how to make better
popcorn. For example, some chemists studied the water inside
kernels. Others looked at the shape of popcorn and realized that
the best popping kernels are the roundest ones. Some researchers
even found a way to reduce the number of unpopped kernels in a
batch of popcorn.

(D)

The French team also investigated how hot it needs to be for
kernels to pop. They put kernels in an oven and slowly turned up
the temperature. They waited to see how hot it needed to get
before most of the kernels popped. Almost all of the kernels
popped when the heat reached 356 degrees Fahrenheit.

Which sentence from the introduction [paragraphs 1-3] explains what the article is
about?
(A)

Microwave popcorn is an easy, tasty snack.

(B)

Many people do not understand that popping kernels is actually
very complicated.

(C)

Popcorn is a reminder that science happens around us everyday
— even to snack food.

(D)

Did you know that every time you pop those kernels, a
fascinating scientific event happens?
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Which sentence from the article explains the scientiﬁc ﬁndings of one of the groups
studying popcorn?
(A)

They really hoped to understand why popcorn jumps and why it
makes a pop-pop-pop sound when it heats up.

(B)

After they were done testing the kernels at the end of the day, the
team would sometimes celebrate by eating the popcorn together.

(C)

They put the microphones next to a hot plate, where the kernels
were heating up.

(D)

Almost all of the kernels popped when the heat reached 356
degrees Fahrenheit.

Which of the following sentences does NOT support the main idea of the article?
(A)

For example, some chemists studied the water inside kernels.

(B)

It is the only type of corn that actually pops.

(C)

Virot and Ponomarenko were interested in learning something
different.

(D)

There is a thin layer that covers the seed.

